
Gas Cylinder specifications:

Water capacity: 26.2 ltr
LPG working capacity: 11kg
Empty weight of valved cylinder: 6.7kg
Height with shroud: 600mm
Diameter: 300mm
Cylinder standard: CE Cylinder standard: CE 

The only lightweight alloy refillable LPG upright
cylinder designed for the leisure market.

When traveling abroad the Alugas refillable cylinder
can be filled with ease with the aid of a simple LPG 
fillergun adapters.

Available from and simply installed you can just pull
up at one of the thousands of Autogas service up at one of the thousands of Autogas service 
stations throughout the UK and EU and fill up just 
like filling your car

If you have a twin cylinder setup, not only will it fill
up the empty but also will top up the spare cylinder,
simply pay for the gas that you use.

The Alugas 11kg incoporates a removable shroud 
which can aid fitting in tight gas locker boxes. The which can aid fitting in tight gas locker boxes. The 
cylinder can be easily installed as a one cylinder 
setup with the option of adding a second cylinder
later if required.
Easy to remove and transfer in the event that the 
owner decides to change motorhome / leisure van 

Each bottle is fitted with a unique R67 CE Multi Valve 
which incoporates an automatic float activated 80%
over fill protection device to limit the bottles filling 
to a maxium of 80%
Manual offtake valve also features a built in safty 
relife “rupture protection” valve.
Easy to read level gauge from above and side.Easy to read level gauge from above and side.

Cheaper to refill while travelling.

Lightweight construction.

Space saving removable shroud.

Accurate float activated level gauge.

Autogas in the UK is Propane gas, however on the continent a small amount of Butane is added. If you are
already using a propane regulator you can convert using a simple brass adapter to suit the Alugas off take 
valve. For newer post 2002 motorhomes with 30mb bulkhead mounted regulators then simply change the 
high pressure pigtail to a purpose designed Alugas version in rubber or stainless steel.

Alugas 11kg


